A GLOBAL PRECEDENT APPROACH FOR ROAD EXTRATION FROM HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGERY
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ABSTRACT:

Extracting roads from high resolution imagery is one of the fundamental tasks for image classification and analysis. Most of the existing methods adopt bottom-up strategies and extract roads using local features of low level and mid level. Edge detection or pixel classification, road tracking and grouping or linking of road primitives are three primary steps. This may leads to wrong connection of road primitives if they are disturbed locally by the noise due to the complexity of image scenes from high resolution imagery. It was revealed by cognitive psychology that human perceptual processing is from global to local in visual cognition. This global precedence concept is introduced by the authors to the road extraction from high resolution imagery by applying global topological perception prior to the perception of other locally featured properties. Topological information of roads is derived from vector data and used for global topological control of the connection of local road primitives. This approach consists of three steps, i.e., global topological conflation, local feature extraction and reconstruction of road networks. The task of global topological conflation is to build the global topology relation of roads in imagery space. Road skeletons are derived firstly from high resolution imagery and are conflated with the topologically connected vector roads. A network snakes method has been used for the automated conflation and building topological relations among road skeletons. For each road skeleton, local feature extraction is conducted by extracting the parallel line pairs from imagery based on local parameters, such as direction, length, et.al. The derived parallel line pairs are considered as the candidate road primitives for this road skeleton. A rule-based evaluation is then applied to judge whether these line pairs belong to the center line of the road segments. The derived center lines of road segments are then connected topologically and the whole road network is reconstructed. The experimental results are presented in this paper and the efficiency of the global precedent approach is discussed.